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(Book). Journey through the career of musical giant, milestone guitarist, and recording innovator
Les Paul, and marvel at the world of cutting-edge guitar design! This book, along with its
companion book The Modern Era of the Les Paul Legacy 1968-2007 (Fall 2008) emerged out of
author Robb Lawrence's years of research, interviews, extensive vintage archives (including
original Les Paul/Mary Ford articles, press photos, music and recordings), and gorgeous original
photography. It's all here: the factory pictures, the designers, the electronics; the first experimtela
"Log" and "Clunker" guitars, stories of the various Goldtops, the humbucking pickup evolution,
and over 80 pages dedicated to the heralded '50s "Sunburst" Standard. Exclusive interviews
with Les Paul, as well as Michael Bloomfield and Jeff Beck. A beautiful and insightful book on a
legendary inventor, musician and his partnership with Gibson to make the world's most-
cherished electric guitar.

About the AuthorProminent guitar expert, player and photojournalist Robb Lawrence wrote the
original byline for Guitar Magazine's popular 'Rarebird' column on vintage guitars. He began his
association with Les Paul in 1972 and has been his West Coast concert tech for many
memorable shows. Their association has included work on The Wizard of Waukesha, a 1978
film about Les Paul and the recent 2001 Grammys tribute film.
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Steve, “old dog taught new tricks. Well, Ive been researching and studying Les Paul guitars and
the man, since my first LP guitar in 1971. I read this book cover to cover, including all the fine
print in the reproduced Gibson ads of the day. The title "the early years" may confuse some at
first-this isn't about ancient history, or ancient music, as the photo of a young Les Paul may infer,
but simply about the early years of the guitar's development and production. It does, however,
give an great overview of Les Paul as well, which I found crucial in the bigger picture, not only of
the guitar, but pop music and Gibson as well. Lawrence's history of Les is really interesting,
informative, and inspiring. And, its still relevant, not only due to Les's contributions to recording,
but also to the spirit of a marriage of creativity and technological curiosity.Mr. Lawrence has
provided a unique and colorful overview of both subjects. Mr. Lawrence was, as I understand
things, Les's west coast gutitar tech. That alone provides credibility and provenance few others
have, as well as objectivity apart from Gibson or Les himself. Further, Mr. Lawrence, beyond his
luthier background, is a player. Another useful perspective.Simply, the book has great
photographs of the 'original' Les Paul line up, as well as historical development information. It is
organized and easy to digest, and, most importantly, a good read. It has pictures of Les Paul
guitars, some unique in all the world, none of which I've seen before, anywhere.Not a technical
tome, nor a cork sniffers guide, but rather a superlative tale of history of the instrument. And
better still, a tale that appears to give the perspective of the times, i.e. as each model rolled out
from Gibson, rather than retroactive or revisionist history and the often hard to sift through lore.
The book is aesthetically pleasing as well. I only wish it had a larger format as its content may
have been even more dazzling.For those wondering if they should purchase this book, I own
Beauty of the Burst, The Gibson Les Paul Book by Bacon -now titled Fifty Years of the Les Paul-,
Tom Wheelers American Guitars, The Gibson, and The Gibson Burst to name only some of
those whcih are Gibson related on my guitar book shelf. I used to build guitars and I play too.
This is a wonderful book. I would buy it again in a heartbeat at full retail price. You'll learn a lot.
You'll enjoy looking at it and reading it, and probably more than a few times. A good price too.
Well done and thank you, Mr. Lawrence. I look forward to volume 2.”

MastersJA, “A Feast For All Les Paul Geeks. Man, oh man, this book is a complete guitar geek's
(who loves Les Paul guitars) seven course epicurean delight.The book is beautifully done, inside
and out. I love how they imprint the hard covers on many books like this these days with what
would have otherwise been printed onto a separate dust jacket. Don't get me wrong, I'm a book
lover and love a good, pristine dust jacket, but I'm still loving the cover of this book - especially
since I know I'll be reading this book over and over in the coming years.Contains Lester's life
story and then the Les Paul guitars (along with what's needed of Gibson's history) story and Les
Paul amps story up until the early '60s when Les' contract ran out and the SG guitar continued
on where the Les Pauls used to exist.Lots of prose to give us many details, and lots of photos to



back everything up.If you don't care that the P90 pickup have fillister head pole piece screws,
this book might drive you crazy with detail, and you might not want to read it, but I know I'll read it
a second time within the next couple of weeks because I know there's lots of interesting material
I didn't "catch" on my first read. Kinda how you might watch an intricate movie a second time
soon after seeing it the first time because you know that you couldn't have possibly absorbed
every detail on the first viewing.I ordered the other "half" of this book, The Modern Era of the Les
Paul Legacy: 1968-2009, when I got through with this one. I wait with great anticipation for that
one to arrive.On my first read, I did not see one single misprint, misspelled word, or reference to
an incorrect page in this book. Sadly, that is impressive, because even some of my favorite
recent non-fiction books have some boo-boos.  Kudos to the editors for this.”

Bill Turner, “Second Best Book on. The ONLY book better than this one, is its companion volume
2 if you can believe that! These are the ONLY books on the Les Paul guitars you'll ever need to
buy. Rob Lawrence goes into meticulous research and detail with all the loving care that all the
other books lack. ALL of the photos and graphics are absolutely top quality. The problem with
ALL the other books, regardless of the authors--is that they just can't get past the 1958-60
sunburst Les Pauls, Led Zeppelin and Jimmy Page....so they just blow off every single other LP
guitar as hardly worth their "scholarship" and research to do any in depth writing
about...resulting in a boring, redundant rehash of each others' books practically down to the
SAME photos of the same spandex 'n hair metal artists, and the same catalog page
reprints.This book goes into the historic detail and secrets that are missing from all the others,
and is the ultimate 'breath of fresh air' in which EVERY variation of the Les Paul model is treated
with highest regard and respect. These guitars go FAR beyond heavy metal and blues...and this
is the ONLY book to expound on that, along with volume 2! This is also the best biography on
Les himself, as Rob Lawrence writes as his close friend and fellow musician--rather than a mere,
superficial "vintage instrument" collector or dealer. These are also the only books to expound on
the TONAL QUALITIES of the various Les Paul models....another detail ALL the others
completely MISS! The Les Paul guitars have so much more to offer than merely being plugged
into a stack of maxed-out Marshall amps....they are the ultimate "guitar audiophile" tool for a
LOT of serious music OTHER than hard rock, heavy metal and rock-blues. This book is a MUST
for any guitarist, and belongs in EVERY guitar player's collection...right alongside volume 2.”

M. Lindsay, “A fitting tribute to a genius.. I have a particular interest in the construction of what
are now vintage guitars, so to me this book was worth buying just for the close up colour photos
of early Les Paul models. However, the book also gives a fascinating insight into Les' beginnings
in the industry and his phenomenal influence on modern guitars and indeed music. The book is
written with a genuine affection and contains many great contemporary photos of Les and his
peers, along with invaluable shots of the guitars. I'm a guitar maker and repairer, so it fits my
requirements perfectly, although I can imagine that others may find some of the photos (eg. a



close up of the control cavity in a Les Paul Junior) somewhat superflous. I can only speak for
myself, and this book gets five stars from me.”

Anthony Karydis, “Great book. Very enjoyable and informative book on a subject in which you
can find hundreds of publications, most repeating the same information. This one is different.
Well researched and with a lot of detail. I am trying to find the companion book as well.”

Lensman, “A truly excellent book.. This book details and illustrates both the life and work of Les
Paul (and the astonishingly beautiful Mary Ford) and the history of the Gibson company and
guitars up until 1960.The illustrations are very good and varied and the quality of the text is spot
on. The book looks nice because of a plastic wrap on the burst on the cover.A very good
compliment to 'Beauty of the Burst'.”

Trevor Genn, “Five Stars. Great addition and easier than many of the technical books with serial
numbers and the same old photos. Recommended.”

Amy, “For a guitar Fan. I bought this as a gift for my father in law who is a collector of guitars. He
has a few Les Paul's and through this would be a great read about his life. He has enjoyed
reading about the Life of a legend!”

The book by Eric Fair has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 67 people have provided feedback.
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